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ABSTRACT OF THE DISCLOSURE 

A bit having an eccentric cutting edge and an eccentric 
sleeve rotatable through 180° about ‘an upper portion of 
the bit to move the cutting edge laterally to a drilling posi 
tion under the lower edge of a lining tube or to move the 
eccentric cutting edge under the interior of the tube thus 
permitting upward withdrawal of the bit. 

The present invention relates to an improvement in 
deep drills with an eccentric bit adapted to be followed, 
during drilling, by a tube serving as a lining for the 
drilled hole. For this purpose ‘an eccentric sleeve is 
mounted for rotation on an upper portion of the bit, the 
most eccentric portion of the sleeve being adapted to 
lie, during drilling, diametrically opposite the most ec 
centric portion of the active end portion of the bit and 
which sleeve, for the purpose of enabling the bit to be 
drawn up through the tube, is adapted to be rotated rela 
tive to said upper portion through 180°. The said upper 
portion may possibly comprise a joining rod, screwed into 
the drill bit. 

Prior :art drills of this type, more closely described in 
US. Patent 3,174,563, are encumbered with the disad 
vantage that, particularly in the case of certain ground 
characteristics, drilled particles of material enter the lin 
ing tube between its wall and the portion of the eccentric 
sleeve which is not provided with the eccentric portion, 
designed as a guiding lug; the said material thus making 
it di?icult to rotate the eccentric sleeve relative to the 
drilling rod, to enable the tube to be drawn up through 
the drill. 
The object of the present invention is to remove the 

above disadvantage of prior art deep drills, which is 
achieved in that the deep drill according to the invention 
has obtained the characteristics disclosed in the claims. 
The invention will be more closely described with refer 

ence to the ‘accompanying drawings, where 
FIG. 1 shows in perspective and partly in section the 

lower portion of a deep drill according to the invention 
with a drill bit drawn into the lining tube, 

FIG. 2 shows the same with the drill bit in drilling 
position and 

FIGS. 3 and 4 show in side view and partly in section 
the deep drill in the same position as FIGS. 1 and 2 re 
spectively. 
The deep drill in the shown embodiment is intended for 

impact drilling in which the drill is rotated, in this case 
counterclockwise, approximately one tenth of a revolu 
tion in each impact, and is provided with an eccentric 
end portion 1, active during drilling, of a drill bit 2 
known per se. The drilling rod comprises joning rods 
connected with joining sleeves up to a shank adapter se 
cured in the ‘drilling aparatus. The lower joining sleeve 3 
is screwed onto a pin member 4 made integral with the 
drill bit 2 ad provided with a left-hand thread. 
The active end portion 1 of the eccentric bit is provided, 

in a manner known per se, with a cutting edge 5 of hard 
metal. In this instance the drill is also provided with a pilot 
drill bit 6 with four cutting edges 7. The pilot bit, how 
ever, is not part of the invention proper since in this re 
spect the drill can just as well be without the same. 
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For the purpose of lining the drill hole a lining tube 

8 follows the drill during drilling and moves downwards 
in time with the drill. The eccentric portion of the drill 
bit projects outside the circumference of the lining tube 
so that a hole large enough for the lining tube is made. 
To allow the drill to be drawn up out of the tube the 
said eccentric portion must consequently be ‘displaced in 
towards the tube centre. This is etfected with an eccentric 
sleeve 9, which is rotatably mounted 180° around an 
upper portion 10 of the drill bit 2. The sleeve 9 is pro 
vided with an inwardly projecting lug 11 engaged in a 
peripherally, 180° extending groove 12 in portion 10. The 
groove 12 is connected with the end face 13 of the portion 
10 by means of an axially extending groove 14, whereby 
the lug 11, when assembling the drill, can be arranged in 
the groove 12. A locking sleeve 15 abutting the end face 
13 ?xes the eccentric sleeve 9 axially and builds an abut 
ment surface for the joining sleeve 3. The ‘drill is also 
provided with rinsing holes (not shown) which connect 
the centre channel of the drill with suitable positions on 
the drill bit and remaining portions for ?ushing away 
earth, powdered stone and other drilling products. 
The eccentric sleeve 9 has a ‘cross section which com 

pletely ?lls the circular lining tube 8, but because the 
sleeve 9 is eccentrically mounted relative to the drill axis 
a, the latter can be moved relative to the lining tube axis 
b (see FIG. 3). The portion 10 has a centre axis 0 lying 
centrally between the drill axis a and the tube axis b, 
when the most eccentric portion of the eccentric sleeve 
lies axiallyv in line with themost eccentric portion of the 
active end portion 1 (FIG. 3) of the drill bit. Since on 
rotating the eccentric sleeve the tube axis b moves in a 
circular are :around the axis c the tube axis b will thus 
coincide with the ‘drill axis a, when the most eccentric 
portion of the eccentric sleeve adopts a position diamet 
rically opposed to the most eccentric portion of the active 
end portion (FIG. 4)’ of the drill bit. Rotation of the 
eccentric sleeve to drilling position occurs automatically. 
on rotating the drill counterclockwise during drilling. 
The portion, which has been designated as an upper por 

tion 10 of the drill bit, naturally need not be made integral 
with the drill bit in general but can, as with the corre 
sponding portions in the drill according to the aforemen 
tioned patent be connected by means of threaded joints 
with the drill bit, and is then ‘called a joining rod. 
The described arrangement removes the disadvantages 

described in the preamble, in that the eccentric sleeve, 
which completely ?lls the total cross section of the tube, 
prevents coarse drilling products from collecting therein 
and making rotation of the sleeve di?icult. Furthermore, 
better guiding of the drill in the lining tube is obtained. 
The invention is naturally not restricted to the de 

scribed embodiment but, for instance vcan also be adapted 
to rotary drills. 

I claim: 
1. A deep drill with an eccentric drill bit adapted to be 

followed during drilling by ‘a tube (8) serving as a liner 
for the drilled hole, an eccentric sleeve (9) being mounted 
for rotation on an upper portion (10) of the drill bit (2), 
the most eccentric portion of the sleeve being adapted 
during drilling to lie diametrically opposite the most ec 
centric portion of the active end portion (1) of the drill 
bit and which sleeve is adapted, for the purpose of ena 
bling the drill bit to be drawn up through the tube, to be 
rotated relative to said upper portion (10) through 180°, 
characterized in that the eccentric sleeve (9) has a circu 
lar cross section which completely ?lls the lining tube (8) 
and is eccentrically mounted around an axis (0) which 
lies centrally between the drilling axis (a) and the lining 
tube axis (b) in the position where the eccentric portions 
of the eccentric sleeve (9) and the active end portion (1) 
lie axially in line with each other, whereby the drill axis 
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(a) and the lining tube axis (b) coincide when the ec- ’ References Cited 
centric sleeve (9) is rotated, during drilling, to its dia- UNITED STATES PATENTS 
metrically °PP°Site POSMOH' 1 510 222 9/1924 Herman 175-399 

2. A deep drill as claimed in claim 1, characterized in 3:174:563 3/1965 Edblom 175_258 
that the eccentric sleeve (9) is provided with an inwardly 5 3,277,972 10/1966 Lagerstrom _______ ___ 175-399 

projecting lug (11) adapted to move in a peripherally, CHARLES E_ O’CONNELL Primary Examiner 
180° extending groove (12) in the upper portion (10) R E FAVREAU Assistant ’Emml.ner ' 
of the drill bit (2) on which the eccentric sleeve (9) is ' ' ’ US Cl 'XR ' 
mounted. 175_399 ' ' ' ' ‘ 


